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Instantly actionable insight
Vaarst’s Machine Learning Platform enables analysis
and QC of video or image outputs in a fraction of the
time, turning hours into minutes and avoiding missed
events.
The ML Platform works in partnership with users to
deliver high-quality analysis quicker than ever before.
By combining expressive image representations,
advanced sorting functions and rapid ML retraining,
analysis teams can categorise data rapidly.
With the integration of proven Machine Learning
algorithms, the Vaarst Platform enables fast dataset

analysis validation, and in doing so ensures that crucial
events are not missed. With a super-human capacity for
tedium, our Machine Learning Platform continuously
and consistently provides accurate results without rest.
Not only does it improve identification efficiency, but it
also completely eradicates a significant source of error
often associated with human-based object detection
methods.
Turn data into knowledge and insight into action with
the secure ML Platform. Our capabilities are always
expanding and are available for 24 uninterrupted
hours every day.

Benefits and features
⬢

Speed-up eventing operations, turning hours
into minutes

⬢

Highlight damage in seconds, using ML-based
outlier search capabilities

⬢

Human in the loop approach, the operator
adds value while the machine takes care of
repetitive tasks

⬢

Fast Quality-Check of Survey Reports, to
ensure nothing is missed

⬢

Objective and consistent evaluations
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⬢

Quick evaluation of historical datasets,
which can be used for smarter and informed
planning of future inspection campaigns

⬢

Change detection of historical datasets:
spot patterns and provide insight into asset
integrity evaluations

⬢

Interactive results are available in the cloud for
easier and fast collaboration across different
stakeholders

Human in the loop
While most agree that Machine Learning systems will
replace humans in repetitive inspection tasks, such
reality will take time to come to fruition as most previous
attempts did not allow users to verify the reliability of
the ML’s output.
Vaarst’s unique “Human in the loop” approach
empowers users to spend their time where it really
matters, leaving the most tedious and repetitive
tasks to the machine. By using expressive image
representations in combination with different sorting
functions and pre-trained ML models, the operator can
event data with high quality in a short amount of time.
We are empowering users in two main ways. Firstly,
by automatically identifying images containing
“unusual scenes” that can then be inspected by the
operator. Second, by grouping images that share
similar properties and features efficiently and robustly.
Thanks to this, the operator can quickly annotate a few
significant images containing certain objects of interest
and propagate those annotations to all similar images,
turning hours of work into minutes.
ML Platform presents a digital solution that can be
used by different stakeholders at different stages of
operations to achieve correct interpretation and extend
the lifetime and usability of reports.
The Survey Contractor provides the first level of
inspection, which the Operator/QC Contractor can
quickly review in more detail. Both Survey Contractor
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and Operator/QC Contractor can work closely and
more efficiently on the same dataset, further increasing
the level of detail of the report at each step, saving time
and reducing chances of missed events.
Once the eventing and reporting are complete, the
Operator has access to the evented dataset in the
future, conducting specific searches using ML-based
Similarity and Anomaly Searches. The deliverables
from the Survey Contractor are now interactive and
easy to access, generating insights that can be used
in planning future surveys and ad-hoc maintenance
campaigns.
Talk to us about your needs for QC, event report
verification and data safeguarding for pipelines, cable
survey, platform inspection, vessel UWILD survey and
other subsea asset classes.
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